Chirality-Controlled Syntheses of Double-Helical Au Nanowires.
The selective large-scale syntheses of noble metal nanocrystals with complex shapes using wet-chemical approaches remain exciting challenges. Here we report the chirality-controllable syntheses of double-helical Au nanowires (NWs) using chiral soft-templates composed of two organogelators with their own active functions; one organogelator serves to introduce helicity into the template and the other acts as a capping agent to control the Au shape. One-dimensional twisted-nanoribbon templates are prepared simply by mixing the two organogelators in water containing a small amount of toluene, followed by the addition of LiCl; template chirality is controlled through the selection of the handedness of the helicity-inducing organogelator. Double-helical Au NWs synthesized on these chiral templates have the same helical structure as the template because the Au NWs grow along both edges of the twisted nanoribbons with right- or left-handed helicities. Dispersions of the right- and left-handed double-helical Au NWs exhibit opposite CD signals.